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ROTATIONAL BAND STRUCTURE OF INTRUDER
CONFIGURATIONS

SUCCESS AND LIMITATIONS OF THE CRANKED SHELL MODEL

R. WYSS
Joint Institute for Heavy-Ion Research
Holifield Heavy Ion Research Facility

P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

Rotational bands built on intruder configurations are discussed within the
Cranked Shell Model. The experimental observed alignment pattern occurring
in these bands cannot be accounted for by standard mean Meld calculations.
The discrepancy between theory and experiment is traced back to the fact that
the neutron-proton interaction is only partly and indirectly included in the
standard mean field approach.

1. Introduction

The occurrence of intruder configuration is closely linked to the shape coexistence phe-
nomena. In spherical Sn isotopes one observes rotational bands, in weakly deformed
Ce-nuclei highly deformed band-structures are reported, and in nearby spherical Pb
nuclei many super-deformed bands have been discovered (see e.g. ref. 1 and references
cited therein). The distinct features that characterize intruder bands are one of the
reasons for our interest in studying these configurations. It also relates to the ques-
tion how the rotational bands in a complicated many-body system can be labelled by
simple quantum numbers.

In recent years a large amount of experimental data has been collected on
ihe high-spin phenomena of intruder structures. Although the deformed mean field
approach in general has been able to predict their occurrence and to describe the
single-particle content of the bands, it had difficulties in describing the alignment
pattern of the high spin structure." The present approach focuses on the rotational
band-structure of intruder bands, especially on the band-crossing region. It is shown,
that effects of the neutron-proton interaction become important, which are absent in
the mean field approach.



The paper starts with a presentation of the mean field approach followed by
a description of intruder bands within this context. The high spin properties are
addressed in the succeeding paragraph. In the last section, the model is extended to
include a residual neutron-proton interaction. The implications of the proton-neutron
force on the band-crossing in i13/2 intruder bands are discussed more in detail.

2. The Mean Field Approach

The present study is starting from a defoimed mean field, employing the Woods-
Saxon potential with universal parameters taken from ref. 4. The total energy of the
nucleus is calculated on a deformation-grid, using the Strutinsky approach,5 and the
macroscopic energy Eip is obtained from the liquid-drop formula of Myers-Swiatecki.
The total energy, E*~"(Z, N,j3) is calculated and minimized with respect to deforma-
tion parameters 3, which in the present case are taken to be /3a> #i and 7. Residual
nucleon-nucleon interactions are treated within the BCS formalism (monopoly pairing
force). At each deformation point, the BCS equation is solved self-consistently and
the pairing correction energy SEvmT is added to the total energy. One thus obtains

where SE,hHi stands for the Strutinsky shell-correction energy. The model is extended
to the domain of high-spin by considering the Routhian Hu, which besides the single-
particle energies and the pairing field, also contains the cranking term —wXx. The
total energy E'~'{Z,y,j3) becomes frequency-dependent and can be decomposed in
the following way:

u=">}. (2)
The term in brackets describes the contribution to the energy due to rotation, which
effects the quasi-particle spectrum. These kind of calculations are called the Total
Routhian Surface (TRS) method, since the energy in the rotating frame (Routhian) is
minimized with respect to deformation. For the case of no rotation (u; = 0), the Struti-
nsky energy theorem connects the shell-correction approach to fully self-consistent
Hartree Fock calculations, stating that SE,hrn is a very good approximation to the
analogous Hartree-Fock term, depending on the density fluctuations Sp.5' 7 The eigen-
value problem of H" is solved by means of the Bogolyubov transformation. The
concept and details of the TRS calculations are described in refs. 8,9. The questions
which are addressed in the following are important for Strutinsky type calculations,
but are also relevant to the fully self-consistent Hartree-Fock approach.

The TRS approach has been very successful in interpreting and predicting low
energy nuclear structure phenomena, see e.g. refs. 9 - 14. The main advantages



of the model lie in that it is a microscopic theory with predictive power. Especially
deformation changes due to rotation or quasi-particle excitation, as well as shape-
coexistence phenomena are nicely accounted for. The TRS calculations provide for
a powerful tool in predicting the occurrence and structure of intruder configurations,
see e.g. ref. 15 and references therein.

3. In t ruder Configurations

We define intruder configurations as states which origin from the shell located above
the valence shell. They are mainly particle states, implying that they are separated
from the Fermi level by more than the pairing gap A. Further characteristics are that
they carry a large single-particle quadrupole moment which differs from that of the
core nucleus.
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Fig. 1. Single-particle energies as a function of quadrupole deformation /?:> calculated
for neutron number N=78. The intruder configurations i13/2 and h9/i are indicated
by their Vilsson labels ({660)1/2 and -541)1/2, respectively).

An instructive example is provided by the rotational bands in the mass A=130
region; this involves the occupation of the ivi/2 neutron. When neutrons start to
occupy orbitals in the upper middle of the N = 4 shell, the nuclear potential becomes



soft and the quadrupole deformation decreases. This is evident from the inspection
of a single-particle level diagram (fig. 1). For neutron number N=73 the odd neutron
most likely occupies one of the upsloping orbitals at the Fermi surface and band-
structures involving these states are seen experimentally. However, also orbitals
from one shell above the valence shell approach the Fermi surface. Occupying the
[5-41J1. 2 orbital causes a slight increase of the deformation of the nucleus. In order
to occupy the ii:i/> state we can either excite a particle several MeV or increase
th*: total quadrupole deformation of the nucleus, to the cost of deformation energy
{6Eri versus 50*, fig. 1). The steep slope of intruder orbitals versus quadmnrle
deformation, results in a large :hape polarizing force. A small increase of the total
quadrupole moment of the nucleus immediately brings the intruder state r.loser to the
Fermi surface. The resulting balance between deformation energy and single-particle
energy are main ingredients in the deformed mean field. The energy of the liquid-
drop term increases with deformation and the shell-correction energy favours the
occupation of downsloping orbitals. The minimization of the total energy with respect
to deformation assures (via the Strutinsky energy theorem) that self-consistency is
obtained.

As is evident from fig. 1, the position and structure of the i\-,\/2 orbital easily
satisfies the conditions for intruder states discussed above: the large quadrupole mo-
ment and the particle-Like character. We will focus especially on these two properties
of the intruder states.

As an example, the TRS of 131Ce is shown in fig. 2. Here, the odd particle
occupies the state with positive parity and positive signature. At low rotational fre-
quency, the nuclear potential is calculated to be soft and the odd particle occupies
one of the N=4 orbitals close to the Fermi surface. A coexisting minimum at large
deformation is also obtained in the surface and can be associated with the occupation
of the il;i,<2 neutron. With increasing frequency, the well deformed minimum becomes
lowest in the Routhian surface, whereas the minimum corresponding to smaller de-
formation shifts to an oblate shape (7= —60° in the Lund convention).

Experimentally, one indeed observes a highly deformed structure, which be-
comes yrast at high-spin. The calculations agree well with experimental findings.
Several of the highly deformed intruder bands in this mass region have been discussed
in the context of TRS calculations.

Many super-deformed (SD) nuclei involve the occupation of high N intruder
states.18 In the Hg region e.g., four i i a / 2 protons and ji5/2 neutrons are occupied.19

However, the very elongated shapes in the Hg region are caused by the gaps in the
shell structure, not by the polarization of intruder orbitals, see also 9. The high-j
intruder orbitals are quasi-particles (qp), similar to the unique parity orbitals at nor-
mal deformation. The situation for SD nuclei in the rare earth region is different. For
instance, the in/> proton in SD " 'Eu ' has a very pronounced particle character.
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Fig. 2. TotaJ Routhian Surface for 1J1Ce. The energy difference between contour
levels is 200 keY, The axes of prolate (oblate) collective, 7= 0° (7= — 60° j and non
collective 7= —120° (7= 60°) rotation are indicated.

4. Rotat ional Pa t t e rn of In t ruder Bands

Intruder states are associated with a stable and large quadrupole deformation and
in consequence, with the occurrence of rotational bands. The rotational pattern can
be compared with Cranked Shell Model (CSM) calculations. By introducing the
rotational frequency, ftu; = dE/dl one defines the kinematical J^ = Ijui and
dynamical moment moment of inertia J^ = dl/dw. With these definitions in mind,
one can compare the experimental moments of inertia to the calculations.

In the Cranked Shell Model, the qp Routhians are calculated in the rotating
frame. Refering to the example of 131Ce, the quasi-proton energies are displayed in
fig. 3. At a certain frequency uv, the lowest two-qp configuration (e/) approaches the
Fermi level and the vacuum changes character. The configuration ef carries a large
angular momentum i, (i = —deidui) from the rotational alignment of An/2 protons.
The total spin / of the nucleus increases by that amount at the crossing frequency,
•JU. . The resulting moments of inertia change accordingly. This backbending effect
has been known for a long time" and is interpreted in the CSM as a band-crossing
between the ground state band (gsb) and the aligned two-qp configuration (S-band).
Large interest has been focused on the occurrence of band crossings in different mass
regions.

The moments of inertia can be obtained from the TRS calculations and com-
pared to the experiment. Since the deformation of the intruder configuration only
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Fig. 3. Quasi-Proton Routhians calculated at a deformation obtained from the TRS
c&lculations (mCe). The spin and parity of the quasi-particlc energies are indicated
as follows: T = + , r = —i (full line); K = + , r = +i (dotted line); ir = —,r = +i
(iong-dashed line); ir = - , r = - t (dot-dasAed iine).

changes little with spin, one can improve the treatment of pairing in the calcula-
tions by using particle number projection (PNP) before variation of the pairing gap
A (see e.g. ref. 24). In the PNP calculations the deformation is taken from the
TRS and kept fixed. Such calculations performed previously, successfully described
the experimental behavior. ' In a similar manner, the dynamical moment of in-
ertia is calculated for the ftKy2 intruder-band of 13ICe. The proton and neutron
contributions are singled out, respectively. In the calculations, one clearly sees the
effect of the T A U / 2 (ef) band crossing at frequency ftw=0.4 MeV, cf figs. 3 and 4.
The crossing of the proton vacuum with the aligned nh^i^ configuration results in a
hump of the JT("' moment of inertia curve. As evident from fig. 4, the large calculated
hump is absent in the experimental data. In normally deformed nuclei, the calculated
•xkU;i crossing is firmly established.13' 26. A similar behavior has been reported for
other intruder configurations.

The detailed behavior in the band-crossing region is governed by the inter-
action between the gsb and the aligned S-band. The interaction strength can be
calculated within the Cranked Shell Model ' and is in agreement with results
of models where angular momentum is preserved. The interaction Kja between the
zero-qp state and the aligned two-qp state is given by half the distance of closest
approach, i.e. the distance at the crossing frequency (fig. 3). In the mean field ap-
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Fig. 4. Experimental and calculated dynamical moments of inertia of]lCe.

proach, the interaction of the neutron or proton vacuum with the neutron or proton
two-qp configuration, depending on which kind of particles do align, determines the
band-crossing. It has been shown, that this like particle interaction oscillates as a
function of the Fermi-level A. The oscillations are small when the Fermi-level is low

Oft. 1ft

in the shell and increase with occupation number.

o. Effects of the residual Neutron-Proton Interaction

A schematic picture of a band crossing is shown in fig. 5. Two rotational bands are
plotted in the energy-versus-spin frame. In the present example, we consider an odd-
N nucleus, where the gsb is formed by a one quasi-neutron (qn>) configuration, as is
the case for the vi^f? configurations. The excited band is an aligned two quasi-proton
(2qp>) configuration, coupled to the same neutron state. At a certain spin value, / r ,
the aligned S-band becomes lower in energy and crosses the gsb configuration. The
mean field does in general take into account only the like particle interaction (Kiz),
i.e in the present example, the interaction between the proton vacuum {0qp>) and
the proton aligned state (2qp>). What is not considered is the n-p interaction (Vnp)
between the intruder (lijn>) and the aligned (2qp>) configuration.

A large band interaction leads to a strong mixing of the crossing bands. If
the interaction is sufficiently large, it can smear out the crossing to the extent, that
it becomes invisible. As indicated in the calculations for the case of 131Ce, the like
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Fig. 5. Schematic picture of a band-crossing between two structures: the ground state
band (gsb) built upon the odd neutron state (\lqn>) coupled to the proton vacuum
f jO<yp>) is crossed at a certain spin value (lr) by the S-b&nd, where the odd neutron
(\lqn >) couples to the two quasi-proton configuration (\2qp>). Two different kind
of interactions (VJ)2 versus Vnp) are present. JVote aiso that a residua/ interaction SEn
shifts the crossing spin value by 6Ir, as discussed iater on.

particle interaction, i.e. the interaction between the quasi-proton vacuum and the
two quasi-proton configuration, is not strong enough to give this effect.

The deformed mean field takes into account the polarization of the core due
to the occupation of the intruder configuration. This can be considered as the diag-
onal term in the n-p interaction. The like particle interaction is also deformation
dependent and changes in the presence of an intruder. However, the large quadrupole
moment of the intruder leads to an additional mixing between the one-qp and three-
qp configurations, originating from the non-diagonal term in the np interaction. This
residual interaction couples the single neutron configuration to the aligned two quasi
proton configuration (fig. 5), and is not present in the mean field.



5.1. Bandmixing due to the non-diagonal Element of the N-P Interaction

The interaction between the gsb and S-band depend on many variables as deforma-
tion, Fermi level, pairing gap etc., which are all linked together and subject to changes
with increasing spin. It seems therefore impossible to calculate a, precise value of the
interaction. However, it is important to reveal the main ingredients. In order to
further investigate the possibility of a strong band mixing due to the n-p interaction,
the effects of a quadrupole-quadrupole (Q • Q) interaction are calculated. The Q • Q
interaction is separable and might not account for the explicit coupling of the odd
particle to the aligned two-qp configuration. On the other hand, it provides us with
a qualitative estimate of the importance of the residual n-p interaction.

The n-p interaction of quadrupole type is written in the usual manner as
follows:

where e,+ (c,) are the particle (hole) creation operators and the exchange term is
neglected. Since the Q • Q interaction is one of the main ingredients of the deformed
mean field, one has to ensure that its effects will not be included twice. This can be
achieved by subtracting the expectation value of the average single particle quadrupole
moment from the interaction:

fc = Q™- <Q>, Q,k = £ <»>%

where <Q> corresponds to the average single particle quadrupole moment for neu-
trons and protons, respectively. One realizes immediately, that e.g. the diagonal

term of the Q • Q interaction vanishes, since £(<??>— <Q>) = 0. In order to assure
selfconsistency, the doubly stretched coordinates are used for the calculations of the
quadrupole operator. This powerful method implies essentially a transformation to
spherical shape and is discussed in detail in m 32. Within the doubly stretched
coordinates, the quadrupole moment of the nucleus as a whole becomes very small
and the < Q > term can be neglected. This interaction guarantees that only the de-
viations from the mean field are taken into account, i.e. the quadrupole interaction
is not counted twice.

The Q • Q interaction is calculated between the one $ ( and three-qp configu-
ration <I;J.

< SslVnpl*, >, *, = < | < 9 > and *, = <*?>+,«+ \6 > (5)

The HFB vacuum is denoted by \O> and the bar sign of the quasi-particle
operators refers to the time reversed state (a«n) In the present example we consider a
one quasi-neutron configuration, but the equation for the one quasi-proton configura-
tion is analogous. The n-p interaction is calculated between the cranked HFB states



in the intrinsic system and can be expressed by the U's and V'a of the Bogolyubov
transformation:

ck = £ > „ « „ +V^at * * ' (6)

(7)

0

where Qt j , corresponds to the expectation value of the doubly stretched quadrupole
operator between states i and k (see eq. 4). The plus sign in the second brackets in
eq. 7 is dependent on the; chosep, phases.

The effect of the n-p interaction (Vnp) is calculated for neutron i\yi configura-
tions in the mass A=130 region and for pvoton il;i/a configuration in the mass A=180
region. The space of the Woods-Saxon single particle levels is given by 14 oscillator
shells and the selfconsistent coupling strength K is used.32 The calculations are earned
out at hw = 0.05 MeV and hut = 0.08 MeV for Z=77 and N=73 respectively. Only
the Q-iu term is considered in fig. 6. The Q22 and Q21 term add a small amount to
the interaction and will be considered more in detail in a forthcoming publication.33

The n-p interaction depends on the rotational frequency u> through the Bogolyubov
coefficients. The interaction decreases with frequency until the bund-crossing and
thereupon increases. This behavior relates most likely to the incorrect way angu-
lar momentum is treated in the cranking model and does not necessarely reflect the
real behavior. Since similar values of the interaction are obtained before and after the
band-crossing, the present approach of calculating the n-p interaction at fix frequency
seems to be justified.

By pure inspection of eq. 7, several conclusion can be drawn about the n-p
interaction in the band crossing region: The first part in eq. 7 (.neutron intruder
configuration) is proportional to the occupation probability of the odd particle. In
order to become important, the one quasi-particle configuration has to be of rather
pure particle (or hole) character (UtilUk.i > K.iH.i)- The larger the deviation of the
one-qp configuration from the average quadrupole moment (< Q >), the larger the
effect of the interaction. Both requirements are well fulfilled by intruder configura-
tions. \v "̂ h are characterized by particle character and a large quadrupole moment
One should note that an extruder state, i.e. a hole state in an upsloping orbital,
creates a similar effect as an intruder state. States close to the Fermi surface, which
are of quasi-particle character, do not contribute, because of similar size of their U's
and Vs. States with similar quadrupole moment as the core, do not contribute ei-
ther, irrespective of their occupation factors, since only the difference to the average
quadrupole moment counts.



The second term in eq. 7 connects the zero and two-qp configuration by the
quadrupole operator. The largest effects are expected at the bottom of the shell,
where the aligned two-qp configuration carries a large quadrupole moment. In the
case of l3lCe, the n-p interaction adds ss 150 keV to the like particle interaction in the
crossing region, showing that a substantial part origins from the residual n-p term.
Preliminary results indicate, that the second term strongly oscillates as a function
of the Fermi energy A. These oscillations, however, are not in phase with the like
particle interaction of the CSM. For N=98 e.g., the CSM pr-dicts the like particle
interaction to become very large whereas the n-p interaction drops to a small value

6).

55 60 110

Fig. 6. Band-Interaction
Calculated neutron proton interaction using a Q • Q interaction in doubly stretched
coordinates at specified nucieon number (the drawn fine serves as guideline for the
eye and does not represent calculated values). The deformation is kept fix and rep-
resentative for the i,3/a intruder in l3ICe (N=73) and l75lr (Z=77). The aligning
quasi-particles originate from the hu/2 and t13/2 subshell, respectively.

As clearly indicated in fig. 6, the residual n-p interaction plays an important
role, especially when the aligning particles are low in the shell. The expected oscilla-
tions in the interactions28 will be modified in the following way: The values of the like
particle interaction is smallest when the aligning particles are low in the shell. The
opposite holds for the n-p interaction. Whereas the oscillations of the like particle
interaction increases with N (or Z) the n-p interaction will decrease. The oscillations



of the like particle interaction are not in phase with that of the n-p. Therefore, a back-
bend is not likely to occur for particles low in the unique parity shell. One might even
have a situation with almost no interaction between the zero and two-qp state and
still a very gradual increase ir the mo iient of inertia, due to the bandmixing caused
by the n-p interaction. Such a conflicting situation can be verified experimentally by
pair transfer.

When the aligning iiy2 neutrons move higher in the shell (TV > 98), the inter-
action becomes weaker and above midshell it increases again. The sudden increase of
V,,,, at N=110 (as 400 keV) is caused by the partial occupation of the [651)1/2 (i|,/2)
orbital, which carries a very large quadrupole moment.

5.2. Shift of Crossing Frequency in Intruder Configurations

In the preceeding paragraph, i!;1/j neutron and proton intruder states have been
discussed. Rotational bands involving the iu/'i proton orbitals have been observed
throughout the heavier rare earth region. For smaller proton numbers, the A9/2 pro-
ton intruder states are well known. Similar to the ii;)/j intruder configurations, one
expects an enhanced band-mixing especially for the very neutron deficient isotopes.
Experimentally one also observes a shift in the crossing frequency, which has not been
possible to explain within the CSM. 3 5 - 3 ' The question arises whether the rec'.dual
n p interaction has an influence on the crossing frequency as well.

As discussed below, the mean field takes the polarization due to the intruder
orbital into account and the diagonal term of Vnp is expected to be described ac-
curately. At zero frequency, the nuclear shape, as described by the Woods-Saxon
potential, coincides rather well with the nuclear density.3 This self-consistency re-
quirement is also fulfilled when we start to rotate the nucleus. However, this is
not true anymore when considering high spin states. Especially, the aligned two-qp
configuration has a quadrupole moment different from the rest of the nucleus. The
change in configuration, associated with the gsb-S-band crossings affects the density
contribution of the nucleus.

The change in the nuclear density can be investigated by calculating the total
quadrupole moment of the zero-qp and two-qp configuration, respectively. Depending
on the Fermi level, the quadrupole moment tends to decrease in the aligned two-qp
configuration, due to the emptying of low-fi and filling of. high-fi orbitals. This
effect has been addressed in ref. 39. In other words, the single-particle density starts
to deviate from the nuclear shape when we consider alignment effects. Even though
first-order effects of deformation changes are taken into account by minimization with
respect to deformation, the changes of the quadrupole moment at fixed deformation
of the mean field are not considered. The n-p interaction adds a smooth term to the
total energy at all calculated deformations. Therefore, the effect on the calculated
equilibrium deformation is expected to be small. However, the position of the S-band
is shifted, depending on the configuration of the odd particle. The shift in energy can
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Fig. 7. Shift of S-Band
Resulting shift of the S-band position due to the n-p interaction given by eq. 8.
Parameters are similar as in the previous figure and discussed in the text.

be calculated in a similar way as above (considering an odd-proton nucleus).

{U^UkwX-VuXVk.i)Q%"Jc • S?r{piJtQ&), (8)
i/,ir >H»,ir

where
6Tr (p,,k = Tr - Tr (9)

The density p,,k is calculated from the HFB coefficients and Tr stands for the
trace. The first term in brackets in eq. 8 corresponds to the occupation of the odd
particle as discussed previously. The residual interaction thus becomes configuration-
dependent. Again, just by inspection we find that foi especially intruder configu-
rations the position of the two-qp state is changed. For configurations close to the
Fermi surface, or with a quadrupole moment similar to the average, the effects of eq. 8
are negligible. Qualitatively, one can understand this by the following consideration:
The Q ' Q interaction has polarized the core to a larger deformation because of the
summed interaction of all the single quadrupole moments. This sum is reduced in
the two-qp configuration, which is shifted accordingly.

Consider the case of l63Tm, when the odd proton occupies the &c,/2 intruder
configuration and the ii3f2 neutrons are expected to align. After the i|3/2 neutron
crossing, the total quadrupole moment of the nucleus is reduced. This shifts the



position of the S-band which leads to an increase of the crossing frequency between
the \qp > and Zqp > configuration, in accordance to the experimental observations.
(It relates to SER in fig. 4, although this figure corresponds to the Lab frame and
th<s present calculation are performed in the intrinsic frame). In a similar way, one
expects an increased interaction in the crossing region. On the other hand, if the
Fermi level of the aligning particles are below the SI — 1/2 orbital of *,he unique
parity states, the residual interaction leads to a lowering of the band-crossing, since
the quadrupole moment will increase in S-band. This prediction can be investigated
by studying more neutron deficient isotopes.

The calculated shifts of the S-band in the i):)/2 intruder configurations are
presented in fig. 7. The calculations are performed with the same parameters as
previously, beside the frequencies, which now correspond to hu = 0.20 MeV and
ftw ™ 0.25 MeV for neutrons and protons, respectively. The differences in the quadrupole
moment arise mainly from the change in A when going from the zero-qp to the two-qp
configuration. (The pairing gap A has been kept constant, although it is smaller in
the two-qp configuration. The aim of the present study is to give a qualitative esti-
mate of the effect.) The residual n-p interaction can be translated into a change of
the crossing frequency, by shifting the S-band in the intrinsic frame of reference by
the corresponding amount. In the case of l 3 lCe, the n-p interaction shifts the two-qp
configuration by 500 keV (fig. 7) resulting in an increase of the crossing frequen:y by
=: 0.2 MeV. Experimentally, one indeed observes a hump in the jW moment at the
shifted frequency, but the very large interaction makes further conclusions uncertain.
In the case of l77Ir, the calculated shift is as 0.04 MeV More detailed comparison to
the experimental values are given in ref. 33.

The differences in the quadrupole moment of the gsb and S-band lead to
additional bandmixing. Expressing the mixed gsb and S-band in their pure zero-qp
and two-qp components,

V9°b = a 0qp> +b 2qp>, * 5 = a 2qp> -b 0qp> (10)

one obtains from eq. 3 the additional band-interaction, V*prf.

Vn
Q

p
dd~a.fc *Tr (,a-<?.*) (11)

The additional interaction will increase with the mixing amplitudes a • 6, i.e. with
frequency. The maximum value of the mixing (a • b = 0.5) is reached at the crossing
frequency and given by the n-p interaction of eq. 8 {V^f = a • b Vnp(eq. 8)).

One should note that the residual interaction, which shifts the crossing fre-
quency, enters because full self-consistency is absent in Strutinsky type calculations.
(The single-particle potential is changing with frequency because of minimization,
but there is no explicit frequency dependence of the single-particle potential.) In
fully self-consistent Hartree Fock calculations, this shift is incorporated in the calcu-
lations. However, the band mixing discussed in section 5.1 is not taken into account.



0. Conclusions

The present investigation addresses the importance of the residua) neutron proton
interactions in the mean-field, in the context of intruder-like configurations. The sim-
ple Q • Q interaction gives valuable insights in the mechanism of effective interactions
ip the deformed mean field. The residual interactions arise from the occupation of
very specific orbitals, the intruders. Intruder configurations give rise to a 'residual
quadrupole moment' which is beyond the standard mean field. Deviations of the nu-
clear shape from the nuclear potential, due to quasi-particle occupation, also result
in sizable effects. The main conclusions can be summarized as follows:

• Intruder configurations are classified by particle like occupation and a quadrupole
moment different from the core nucleus.

• The band-crossing in intruder configurations is many times governed by a strong
band interaction, especially, when the aligning particles occupy the low-Q or-
bitab. In that case, the n-p interaction become as important or even more
important than the like particle interaction. No backbending will occur (unless
shape changes occur simultaneously).

• If the odd particle occupies an intruder state, the crossing frequencies with the
two-qp aligned state will in general increase.

• The experimental extension towards more neutron deficient nuclei is needed for
more systematic studies of the n-p interaction along isotopic chains.
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